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Dawn Of A New Era



President's Message

As 1 989 draws to a close, we look forward to

the new decade of 1990 and the many chal-

lenges we must face to maintain our position

as a high quality aerospace contractor. In the

past year, we have made a firm commitment to

operate within a strict code of business prac-

tices and regulatory measures. Our success

in the future is dependent on our ability to

implement this code.

We have established a long term quality pro-

gram at Ryan which extends throughout the

factory and does not discriminate between
manager or worker. We must remain commit-

ted to this program, and aim for the very high-

est standards in the industry. We are also

intent on a progressive improvement in our

facilities and equipment as the programs de-

mand.

As defense budgets reduce, we face new
demands for cost reductions. We are meeting

this challenge with a program of research and

development directed towards new technol-

ogy and improved methods. Our future de-

pends on our ability to meet the demands of

the marketplace with new products and com-
petitive prices.

I wish each and every one of you a happy
holiday season and thanks for a job well done.
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Dawn Of A New Era Page 4

The first member in a family of Unmanned Air Vehicles to be

placed under contract is the Medium-Range Vehicle now in full-

scale engineering development by Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical.

Against the backdrop of this development is a wealth of experience

possessed by TRA In helping pioneer innovative flight systems.

The Innovators Page 8

Tactical Air Command's 475th Weapons Evaluation Group at

Tyndall AFB, Fla. holds one of the most unique missions of any

organization in the Air Force today. Using TRA Firebees in many
instances, the WEG is making certain that the weapons needed

will be ready when called upon.

"It's A Product Of Pure Pride" Page 14

After production and delivery of nearly 7,000 Firebees. those who
build them offer their commentary on the personal devotion that's

invested in providing a product.

TRAFFIC GRIDLOCK: A Response To The Problem Page 16

San Diego is undergoing a transformation in its management of

freeway use, guided by a city ordinance that positions companies

like TRA squarely in the forefront.

News & Views Page 18-20
A roundup of news at TRA over the past several months, new
appointments, promotions and people distinguishing themselves

and their company.

ABOUT OUR COVER — Sus-

pended beneath an F-4 "Phan-

tom" launch aircraft at fvlojave.

Calif. Flight Test Center. Teledyne

Ryan Aeronautical's proof-of-con-

cept Model 350 MRUAV is silhou-

etted by the early morning sun as

preparations began for the ve-

hicle's maiden flight last October.

It helped raise the curtain on the

dawn of a new era in unmanned
flight. TRA photo was taken by

Chief Photographer Dave Gossett.
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PROCUREMENT ISSUES seminar convened in

San Diego, Oct. 18-19, was the eighth of its l<ind

conducted since Mar. 9. In assembly were 49 TRA
representatives along with those from Teledyne

companies throughout the Nation.

"As employees of Teledyne, we
share a responsibility to treat our
customers and suppliers with hon-
esty and integrity, and a commitment
to adhere to the laws at all times in

the delivery of high-quality products
at a fair price.

"

— Dr. George A. Roberts
President and Chief

Executive Officer

Teledyne, Inc.

Focus On A Fresh, New Start

B y the dose of 1 989 business opera-

tions by Teledyne companies
throughout America, a totally new

environment for government contracting ac-

tivities will have been created, shaped by a

series of newly introduced policies, proce-

dures and practices.

It is an environment in which "business-

as-usual" no longer exists. In the words of

Teledyne President and Chief Executive Of-

ficer Dr. George A. Roberts, it is a "fresh

new start."

ThroughoutAmerica, starting in April 1989,

has been presented a series of "Govern-

ment Procurement Issues" seminars with

nearly 1 .500 employees of Teledyne com-

panies in attendance. Offered in a two-day

format by a team of legal experts, the cur-

riculum fills two volumes of case studies

related to government contracting

operations.

Teledyne has also created a Government
Compliance Team (GCT) at the corporate

level to enforce compliance with policies,

standards and procedures associated with

government contracting operations. The
GCT provides consultation and guidance in

all matters where doubts exist.

In addition, a Teledyne Government Con-

tracting Guidelines (Mandatory) reference

document is scheduled for distribution by

the close of 1989, offering detailed guid-

ance for all Teledyne companies engaged

Dr. George A. Roberts
President and Chief Executive Officer

Teledyne, Inc.

in or wishing to engage in government
contracting.

"Teledyne management has assigned the

highest priority to maintaining ethical busi-

ness practices and to complying with appli-

cable laws and regulations in the govern-

ment contracting business," emphasized

Dr. Roberts.

Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical's response

to operating within the new environment in-

cludes full participation in the series of semi-

nars in addition to the presentation in-plant

for all managers and supervisors of Ethics

Training programs.

Included also has been the designation

of Brad Hamiin as Ethics Officer and a dis-

play of posters throughout the company
which identifies individuals and phone
numbers where they can be reached to

report ethics violations or to seek guidance

in compliance with regulatory standards.

An Ethics Hotline has also been installed

for TRA employee use at 1 -800-RYAN.

Notes Dr. Roberts, "Teledyne's reputa-

tion depends upon the continued commit-

ment of all of its employees to the highest

ethical standards in the performance of their

jobs."
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Not since World War I's evolution

of the Kettering "bug" has the

United States engaged so firmly in

a commitment involving unmanned
aerial vehicles. Characterized in

the 12 months past is the...

Dawn Of A New Era
It

is the view of Rear Admiral

William Bowes, U.S. Navy,

director of the Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Joint

Project Office in the Department
of Defense, that the Pentagon is

now poised to begin taking full

advantage of potentials offered

by unmanned systems.

Supporting that view is the

opinion of some experts that

UAVs are in the same stage of

current development that piloted

aircraft were 40 years ago,

according to an October article

published by Sea Power
magazine.

The opinion is based to signifi-

cant degree upon the design,

development and operational

use by the Air Force and Navy
during the Vietnam era of Tele-

dyne Ryan Aeronautical's family

of Remotely Piloted Vehicles

(RPV).

Designed for ground or air-

launch operations with para-

chute recovery for reuse, more
than 3,000 combat missions pro-

viding reconnaissance, prestrike

as well as poststrike target

selection and damage assess-

ments were conducted by RPVs.
In authoring the foreword to

"Lighting Bugs And Other Re-

connaissance Drones," Armed
Forces Journal International

DESIGNING FUTURE - TRAs m

Frank Curtis creates MRUAV g
drawing on Computer-Aided De- '^

sign (CAD) work station monitor g
as Gary Rennilson (center) and °

Program Engineering Manager o

Hal Barber watch. CAD systems 1
have been incorporated for use in <
program engineering activities, f

publisher Ben Schemmer noted

that "many will wonder why you

haven't heard more about

America's RPV programs and
where they stand today. You

haven't read more before

because, until now, the story

behind them has been too

closely held for military and
corporate policy and security

reasons."

In contrast with that view is a

series of articles, symposia and
technical papers addressing for

public consumption the current

status of Admiral Bowes' family

of UAVs.

'The past 12 months have
been a year of profound and
highly constructive change for

the acquisition of UAV systems
for the U.S. Armed Forces,"

Bowes told an audience as-

sembled earlier this year in

Washington, D.C.

By June 30, 1989, the first

full-scale engineering develop-

ment contract totaling $69.6
million was awarded by the

Naval Air Systems Command to

TRA for the Medium-Range
Unmanned Air Vehicle (MRUAV)
system. In operational use by

the Air Force, Navy and Marine

Corps, the MRUAV will provide

quick response capabilities to

obtain high-quality imagery of

heavily defended targets. This

requirement is essential for the

selection of specific targets and
the weapons to be used in air

strikes.

Under the program manage-
ment of TRA Vice President

Norman A. Sakamoto, the

MRUAV program, since the

contract award, has progressed
through a series of milestone

objectives following an early

December Preliminary Design
Review.

TRA PRESIDENT Bob Mitchell (second from right) explains design features of tVlodel 350 prototype



AN INTERVIEW: 'You are the key to the si
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CAPT. A.J. OLMSTEAD, U.S. NAVY

NOTE: The ACHIEVER sat

briefly with Captain A.J. Olm-
stead, Jr., Program Manager,
Navy Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

and, in a recent interview, pro-

duced the following narrative.

QUESTION: What impact do you

foresee in terms of long-range

contributions to tfie operating

forces that may be represented

by UAVs';'

OLMSTEAD: "President Bush
and Secretary of Defense Cfieney

hiave said tfiat UAVs will be used
more extensively ttian in the past.

Since UAVs have no human air-

crews, there will be no interna-

tional incidents resulting from air-

crew fatalities or from Americans

being taken pnsoner.
"

OUESTION: TRA was promi-

nently identified for its design, de-

velopment and production of Viet-

nam-era RPVs. Can you differ-

entiate between what was
achieved by RPVs of that era and

what can be expected as the UAV
family materializes for use in the

decade ahead?

OLf^STEAD: "The same kinds

of missions in Vietnam are ex-

pected to be accomplished in the

future. A lot ofprogress has been
made in technologies used by
aerial vehicles, their command
and control, sensors and data

links.

"Modern UAVs are viewed by the

military as being cost and tacti-

cally effective. It is for this rea-

son that we have adopted the

term Unmanned Aerial Vehicles,

replacing the title Remotely
Piloted Vehicles.

"The UAV implies an enhance-
ment, refinement or sophistica-

tion that makes it more than an
RPV. The UAV. for example, is

more capable of performing pre-

programmed or autonomous mis-

sions and. to some degree,

thinks for itself as the mission

develops.
"

QUESTION: The evolution of

UAVs experienced considerable

delay at the outset. How do you
evaluate our current progress?

OLMSTEAD: "The DoD acquisi-

tion process is being streamlined.

It now contains well-defined mile-

stones designed to provide
checks and balances in govern-

ment spending. The Joint Pro-

gram Office (JPO) has awarded
three major contracts in 1989.

including the t^RUAV. to Tele-

dyne Ryan Aeronautical. We're

on target and intend to maintain

that status.

"

QUESTION: Are you satisfied

that potential UAV users are suf-

ficiently well educated on the sys-

tems' application values?

OLMSTEAD: / believe that UAV
users possess a basic education

TRA announced in early No-

vember 1989 its selection of a

number of companies to partici-

pate in key areas of the MRUAV
program. They include Teledyne

CAE of Toledo, Ohio - Propul-

sion System; Naval Ordnance
Station, Indian Head, Md. -

Booster System; Joint Research

Group, Fairfax Station, Va. -

Integrated Logistics Support;

Loral Phoenix - Local Control

and Monitoring Station; Litton

Guidance and Control Systems -

Inertial Navigation System;

Trimble Navigation, Sunnyvale,

Calif. - Global Positioning

System; and Teledyne Ryan
Electronics, San Diego, Calif. -

Avionics.

TRA President Robert A. K.

Mitchell said that the selection of
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additional suppliers is antici-

pated in response to require-

ments not included in the initial

selection process.

Against the backdrop of TRA's

MRUAV responsibilities is the

design, development and pro-

duction of an advanced technol-

ogy RPV system for the Egyp-

tian government. Designed for

ground-launched reconnais-

sance operations, the Model

324 is an all-composite, jet-pow-

ered vehicle that incorporates

use of a Launch and Recovery

Vehicle (LRV) for mobility.

The LRV houses its own com-
mand and control van for inte-

grated systems operation, in-

cluding capabilities for prepro-

grammed missions. Twenty-

seven RPVs, three LRVs and

expendables for 120 missions

were delivered by TRA in early

1989.

In 59 days in 1988, following

its highly successful develop-

ment and production of the

Model 324 RPV system, TRA
designed and developed a

proof-of-concept Model 350
MRUAV. conducting a first flight

on Oct. 22 at Mojave, Calif. The
vehicle was air-launched into

high subsonic flight from a F-4C

"Phantom" aircraft, demonstrat-

ing climb, turn, bank, descent

and parachute recovery capabili-

ties.

Parallel with this activity, TRA
entered into an MRUAV pro-

posal effort which resulted in the

MRUAV contract award by the

Naval Air Systems Command.

By September 1989. contracts

had also been awarded by the

Naval Air Systems Command to

two competing firms for a Short-

Range UAV production contract.

Distinguishing the current

UAV program are key elements

of maximum commonality and
interoperability within all UAV
systems.

In application, the chief value

of UAVs is that in many combat
situations a relatively inexpen-

sive vehicle can be flown over a

heavily defended area to send

back vital intelligence data on

the disposition and movement of

enemy forces without risking

death or capture of aircrews or

destruction of multimillion-dollar

aircraft.

Without the need for life sup-



cess of this program^
in military concepts. As with any

new military tool, additional edu-

cation is required as system tech-

nologies and tactics advance. The

JPO has contracted for UA V train-

ing systems to enhance military

knowledge and familiarity with

UAVs."

QUESTION: What is most en-

couraging concerning progress

being made in UAV development?

Conversely, what major hurdles

do you foresee?

OLMSTEAD: "The major hurdle

first. Simply put. it is to broaden

awareness of the UAVs mission

capabilities, the force multiplier

that it will represent and gain

support for its use by user sec-

tors as well as influence sources.

"The most encouraging aspect in

my association with the program

to date is the strong unity of inter-

est in the definition of require-

ments and the commonality all

users will draw upon.

"

QUESTION: Interoperability and

commonality are terms key to the

UAV family development. Can
you elaborate?

OLMSTEAD: "The Joint Program

Office was formed to reduce du-

plication within the Army Navy
Air Force and fvfahne Corps UAV
programs. There are four pro-

grams: Endurance Range (E-

UAV): Medium Range (IvIRUAV):

Short Range (SR-UAV): and

Close Range (CL-UAV). The

greatest degree of commonality

will occur in the E-. SR- and CR-
UAVs.

"Common items will be added into

the r^RUA V when possible. This

was the first of the four contracts.

All of the commonality aspects

could not be resolved before

contract award.

"In the area of interoperability, a

long-range goal is to have pay-

loads interoperable among mem-
bers of the UAV family

"

QUESTION: It is perceived that

military concepts involving use of

UAVs represent a threat source

to the manned aircraft commu-
nity. Can you address this?

OLMSTEAD: "UAVs are used to

AUGI^ENT and COMPLEMENT
manned aircraft. They support

manned aircraft missions in high-

risk environments. Period.

"That said, UAVs can provide

communications relay radar scan,

surveillance and reconnaissance

without taxing or exposing hu-

man aircrews to unacceptable

risks. When information from the

UAVs indicates that manned air-

craft response is appropriate, they

respond.

"Use of UAVs enhances the sur-

vivability ofmanned aircraft in their

'standin' mission roles while

manned aircraft can be used in

'standoff missions.

"

port systems and equipment,

UAV payloads and fuel capaci-

ties, which expand the scope of

operations, can be tailored to

[he mission requirements.

Admiral Bowes points out that

the U.S. services "have come a

long way in a very short time,"

and sees an increasingly impor-

tant role for UAVs in the future.

The program, according to

Bowes, also appears to have

the support of President Bush,

who wrote in a letter in July

1989: "As a former Navy TBM
(torpedo bomber) combat pilot, I

appreciate the benefits to be

gained by using unmanned ve-

hicles in high-threat areas for

reconnaissance, surveillance

and intelligence collection prior

to military action.

"The limited use to date of

unmanned vehicles in Vietnam,

the Persian Gulf and Lebanon

has demonstrated their potential

in accomplishing a wide range of

missions.

"The work now under way on

air, ground and sea unmanned
vehicles for our armed forces

represents an opportunity to ex-

plore further their offensive and

defensive capabilities."

Mr. Bush concluded his views

with the observation: "Un-

manned vehicles have a signifi-

cant place in our future defense

programs."

Found in the words of the

U.S. Commander in Chief and

Admiral Bowes alike is the

promise of the dawn of a new
era in unmanned air vehicles.

RENDERING OF Medium-Range UAV projects its use in re-

connaissance mission. Air or ground launched, vehicle is

being designed for Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps use.

ENGINEERING DESIGN specialist Dave Harper (left) and Model

350 Business Operations Manager Waver Campbell, two of IRA's

key executives assigned to MRUAV Program, are In center of

activities as Preliminary Design Review loomed In December.
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yndall, AFB, Fla. - In an era of tight-fisted military

budgets, ingenuity and creativity exercised by Tacti-

cal Air Command's 475th Weapons Evaluation Group
(WEG) are producing a bigger bang than ever from

taxpayer bucks.

The accomplishment results, according to Colonel William K.

Matthews, from maximum use of his command's resources and
"looking beyond the moment at hand in all that we do."

Commander of the 475th WEG since late 1988, the Denver.

Colo, native brings to his current assignment prior experience as a

fighter pilot with 750 combat hours in F-4 "Phantom" aircraft plus

peacetime command of the 59th Tactical Fighter Squadron. In-

cluded also in his 23-year active-service career as a fighter pilot is

a series of squadron assignments in the U.S. as well as abroad.

Immediately prior to assuming command of the WEG, Matthews
served as Deputy Commander for Operations of the Tyndall-based

325th Tactical Fighter Wing.

"This is by far the most challenging assignment yet. The variety

of missions, from weapon system test and evaluation programs to

live missile firing operations on our range and all that goes with it
-

the environment is one of excitement, diversity and constant,

continuing change."

It is an assignment that includes responsibilities for four subordi-

nate squadron, commands: the 82nd Tactical Aerial Targets

Squadron, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Chuck Hood (re-

cently selected for promotion to Colonel): the 81st Range Control

Squadron, led by Major Don Bazzell: the 83rd Fighter Weapons
Squadron, under command of Lieutenant Colonel Daniel M. McAu-
liffe, and the 84th Radar Evaluation Squadron at Hill AFB, Utah,

commanded by Lt. Colonel Peter W. O'Neil.

^ DECEMBER 1989

Searching for tern

his 475th Weapon
Colonel William K
through a broad n

held by his comm

THE I

By JACK G. BROWARD

Photos By DAVE GOSSETT

COMMAND of 475th WEG by
COL William K. Matthews (at

right) is the most challenging

assignment yet held by the ca-

reer Air Force officer. What
evolves from the WEG as a re-

sult of its attainment of mission
objectives is felt throughout the

U.S. military establishment.



that best describe
valuation Group,
attliews sifted

)e of responsibilities

i. Then settled on:

THE MISSION:
The primary mission of the 475th Weapons Evaluation

Group (WEG) is management of Tactical Air Command's
Weapon System Evaluation Program. In addition, WEG con-

ducts Copper Flag strategic air defense exercises and biennial

worldwide USAF Air-To-Air Weapons Meet - "William Tell."

The WEG provides remotely controlled targets for Depart-

ment of Defense users on the Gulf Range and White Sands

Missile Range, N.M.

To execute its mission, the WEG comprises three squadrons

located at Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla. and one squadron at Hill

AFB, and a detachment at Holloman AFB, N.M.

HNOVATORS
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COPPER FLAG flight scheduling and related support require-

ments fall to LTCOL Daniel M. McAuliffe (upper right), a Vietnam
fighter pilot who commanded 83rd Fighter Weapons Squadron
until recent promotion and assignment to new duties in Europe.

82ND Tactical Aerial Targets Squadron, commanded by LTCOL
Chuck Hood (also selected for promotion to colonel) fills a major
role of importance in WEG's attainment of mission. Targets

range from QF-100 full-scale to BQM-34S Firebees, the largest of

subscale vehicles and a small variety of other subscales.

ONITEO STATES AIR FORCE

TYNDALL
^

t AIR FORCE BASE V,

Also newly selected for promotion to Colonel. McAuliffe's 83rd

holds responsibilities for evaluation of overall effectiveness of F-4,

F-15, F-16 and CF-18 aircrews, maintenance personnel and mis-

siles in fully integrated, realistic scenarios.

Data collection and detailed analysis resulting from programs
managed by the 83rd are fed to over 300 Department of Defense

agencies to determine future weapons requirements.

Additionally, the 83rd maintains the Tyndall range-support facility

as well as operational test and evaluation missions conducted by

the USAF Tactical Air Warfare Center and Systems Command
f\yiunitions Systems Division at Eglin AFB. Fla.

The live-fire profiles of the biennial worldwide USAF Air-to-Air

Weapons Meet - "William Tell" are developed, executed and

scored by the 83rd.

A Fighter Weapons School graduate at Nellis AFB. McAuliffe

notes with pride that all pilots in his command are also holders of

"Ph.D. Degrees in Fighterology."

"Were the watchdogs of the wartime fleet." explained McAuliffe

during an early October interview. He qualified this assertion by

relating that, "We have a goal of testing every fighter aircraft and

its weapon system in our inventory every three years."

"As a mission, we find problems as a process of this watchdog
responsibility," he explains.

Key to the support effort within the WEG is the Target Systems
Division, which plans and programs all full-scale and subscale

aerial targets flown over the Gulf Range. It is a focal point of



F-15 EAGLE conducts missile firing operations over Gulf of l^exico range in weapon system evaluation

management responsibility assigned to Major Mike Protz, a Glass-

port, Pa. native with 19 years of career Air Force service. With four

years in the WEG. two of which were devoted to Tactics and De-

velopment, Protz oversees a contractor staff of more than 20 tech-

nicians assigned to provide subscale aerial target systems
support.

Faced with diminishing numbers of QF-100, full-scale targets,

increasing prominence is today being shared within the WEG's
overall mission by BQM-34A Firebee and other subscale drones.

Jimmy G. Rhea, General Electric Government Services Sub-

scale Aerial Targets Manager, heads up the team that provides

technical expertise as one of the major resources supporting Maj.

Protz' operations. A 16-year employee with Teledyne Ryan Aero-

nautical and former assistant Base Manager for TRA's Firebee

Support group at Tyndall, Rhea participated as an active-duty Air

Force technician in 1956 in the first Q2A Firebee flight at Yuma,
Ariz.

While the preference of aircrews engaged in missile firings as a

process of weapons systems development, test or evaluations, is

to use full-scale targets like the QF-100, the BQM-34A Firebee - as

the largest of the subscale targets in the inventory - has and con-

tinues to be the most nearly realistic simulator of threat sources

available.

It was the 475th WEG that initiated and managed the develop-

ment of a sixth-generation BQM-34A system over the past two

years. TRA delivered its 50th upgraded Firebee to the Air Force

this year, incorporating Microprocessor Flight Control Systems and
uprated turbojet engines.

These enhancements, according to TRA Director of Aerial Tar-

gets, Walt Hamilton, have produced for the Air Force the most
versatile system of its kind.

Hamilton explains that the venerable Firebee target drone, a

high-performance jet that incorporates broad ranges of electronic

and mechanical enhancements to provide realistic simulations of

threat sources, has kept pace with technology advances reflected

by current, air-superionty fighters and weapon systems.



COMMAND-CONTROL
of Firebee aerial targets is

maintained from Fixed
Control Site facing Gulf of

Mexico firing range. Con-
trol of some 200 missions
yearly are handled by spe-
cialists at Site.

The new BQM-34A series characterizes, according to Hamilton,

"a tradition of response to requirements. The 475th WEG's re-

quirements, in this case, provided the genesis for a growth-version

Firebee more challenging than its predecessors."

An expanded flight envelope that includes high-performance

maneuvering capabilities has added survivability; as many as 14

flights per target and more - which, in turn, expands the systems

cost-effectiveness, squeezing from budgeted dollars new mea-
sures of utilization within the WEG's operational requirements.

In addition to its subscale target maintenance facility, Rhea's

team also operates a ground launch facility facing the Gulf of

Mexico range. This location, immediately adjacent to the missile

firing areas, gives missile-firing aircraft full advantage of the

target's "on-range" presentation time.

It is the overwater range itself that, in the estimate of Colonel

fvlatthews and key members of his staff, represents a unique and
major resource for the Department of Defense.

SUBSCALE TARGET operations-maintenance is guided by
MAJ Mike Protz (2nd from left) and team of specialists.

The U.S. military - Army. Navy and Air Force - must maintain a
capability such as that possessed at Tyndall for aircrew training,

weapon systems test and evaluation programs. The Gulf of

Mexico range, which includes 28.000 square miles of land area

and more than 60 miles of shoreline in northwest Florida's rapidly

developing region, exists as a unique national asset, according to

authorities.

It is on the Gulf Range that William Tell Worldwide Weapons
Meets unfold at two-year intervals, a competition that hones the

combat skills in times of peace that will prevail in times of war. In

addition, it is to Tyndall and the 475th WEG that Air Force units

come three times yearly to engage in "Copper Flag." the largest air

defense exercise conducted by Tactical Air Command.

This exercise integrates the Sector Operations Control Centers,

the E-3A Airborne Warning and Control System aircraft and fighter

aircrews into challenging air battle scenarios planned, developed
and executed by the 475th WEG.

FIREBEE MAINTENANCE by contractortechniciansassigned
to subscale targets branch of 475th WEG adds a resource to

Group's capabilities for maximum utilization of assets.

-ftwm
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LAUNCH-READY Firebees are largest subscale vehicles in use by 475th WEG on Gulf of Mexico range flanking base

More than 400 fighter sorties are flown to counter over 1 ,000

threat tracks presented during each two-week exercise.

One of the WEG's key participants in William Tell, Copper Flag,

WESEP and other evaluation efforts is Major Carl Hamblin, Chief

of Subscale Target operations within the 82nd Tactical Aerial Tar-

gets Squadron. With a team of 28 civilian contractor technicians to

support the subscale target effort, Hamblin operates a Fixed Con-

trol site located 4 miles from the drone launch facility. They aver-

age control of 200 missions yearly of drone flights on the Gulf

Range.

The Range Requirements Division of Colonel Matthews' WEG
exists as the Air Defense Weapons Center's focal point for the Gulf

Range improvement program. A major focus involves the Gulf

Range Drone Control Upgrade System and Range Control

System.

State-of-the-art equipment developed and procured for the pro-

gram will meet the Air Force's operational requirements for mul-

tidrone formations and low-altitude drone flights through the 1990s,

according to Matthews.

An end result of the program, he emphasizes, is a more effective

and efficient environment for conducting the USAF Air Defense

Weapon Center's test and evaluation mission.

The Range Requirements Division of the WEG additionally pro-

vides all computer interface and communications-electronic sup-

port for the Gulf Range upgrade plus all other WEG users.

A WEG Detachment at Holloman, explains Matthews, provides

full-scale QF-1 00 aerial target support for the Department of De-

fense users of the White Sands Missile Range as an extension of

Tyndall-based capabilities.

Consistent with a command philosophy administered by Mat-

thews and his 475th team of some 400 officers, enlisted and civil-

ian personnel, are scenarios currently being developed which will

guide the execution of 1990's Worldwide Weapons Meet at Tyndall

as well as overall support operations scheduled in the year ahead.

"Virtually all that we do is a composite effort. We draw on com-

bined resources, apply ingenuity, skills, talents and expertise in a

teamwork format. Frankly, this is what makes the job so challeng-

ing. We have to stay ahead of power curves, anticipating

developing requirements and resolving problems," explains Lt.

Colonel McAuliffe.

A Vietnam combat pilot in F-4s, McAuliffe possesses firsthand

experience in what's needed to survive wartime air engagements.

He has applied as vigorously as possible during his assignment

with the WEG, the basics in air tactics, weapons effectiveness and

techniques of survival for combat aircrews undergoing WEG-ad-
ministered programs.

"A major part of our job is serving as devil's advocates. We view

our combat aircraft, weapon systems and aircrews with respect.

But, in the process of test and evaluation activities, we actively

seek failures, conditions under which any of the elements involved

in the total weapon system will or can be weakened."

He cites as a point of reference the tragic loss 20 years ago of

aircrews to surface-to-air missiles over North Vietnam by the Air

Force and relates that period of U.S. involvement in wartime air

combat to any future hostilities.

"We want to never again be caught going into combat without

knowing for sure what our capabilities are going to be."



According to users of the Firebee

aerial target system, its primary
virtues since initially introduced in

the early 1950s, center on versatil-

ity, reliabilityand cost-effectiveness.

Those who build it say ...

It's A Product Of Pure Pride!'

Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical's burly Bill

Cole, after 35 years of continuing as-

sociation with Firebee production op-

erations, today views his career as mostly "a

labor of love." The quality assurance inspec-

tor readily admits to a special fondness for

the most durable product line in his company's

67-year history.

"I think it's this special sense
of pride in our Firebee manufac-

turing and production teams over

the years that's responsible for

a good share of user satisfac-

tion. They keep coming back for

more," Cole observes.

One of a current staff of 33

team members assigned under

the program management of

Craig McQuillan is to finalize

assembly of the high-perform-

ance jet. Cole boasts openly

that the Firebee is a "product of

pride!"

His observations and those of

other Firebee team members
were offered in late August as

the last in an Air Force order of

50 improved versions of the BQM-
34A series came off the line. In-

corporating Microprocessor Flight

Control Systems and uprated

turbojet engines, the sixth-gen-

eration Firebees are more sur-

vivable (elusive), more reliable

in their performance and conse-

quently more challenging than

ever.

Air Force Colonel William K. Matthews,

475th Weapons Evaluation Group commander
at Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla., states that the

Firebee "Helps us every day in learning more
about our aircraft and its weapon systems."

Still in production are Navy and Army ver-

sions of the largest subscale jet targets in

U.S military inventories. Projected orders for

Firebees under tri-service procurement re-

quirements range into the decade of the

1990s.

Through it all, Bill Cole can't recall since

his first assignment in Firebee operations

ever having a Firebee returned because of

faulty workmanship. "We're damned proud

of that, too!"

Comes next May, the senior-most woman
member of TRA's Firebee final assembly
line, LaVerne Wilkie, will mark her 37th year

with the company. The mother of four chil-

dren has held a broad range of work assign-

ments in nearly four decades of work here.

"None have been as appealing, challeng-

ing or more interesting for me than building

VETERAN FIREBEE workers LaVerne Wilkie and B
Cole have 72 years of combined service with TRA, much of

that period devoted to Firebee production operations. Both
claim there's a special sense of pride in that association.

Firebees. More than anything else, I think it's

the people I work with.

"There seems to be an instinctive team re-

lationship everyone shares. The hands-on

processes involved in Firebee manufactur-

ing and production give it a strong, personal

interest.

"I'll never forget the incident some years

back," recalls LaVerne. "when we detected a

rattling sound during final inspection of a

Firebee. Throughout the inspection process,

the source of the defect simply couldn't be

determined. I reached my arm way back into

the fuselage and felt a metal object. It turned

out to be a rivet bucking bar that had been
somehow left inside.

"That's as near as we've ever come to

O

delivering a Firebee that could've been lost

as a result of faulty workmanship." relates the

Florida native. Barely topping the five-foot

mark, LaVerne often uses a "standing box" to

reach her work.

"It may sound to some that I'm overzeal-

ous. As I stuff a Firebee fuselage with wiring

and electronic systems. I literally visualize

myself flying it. And I think that

helps contribute to the end quali-

ties of our work."

Like Bill Cole. LaVerne has
kept a scrapbook of Firebee op-

erations throughout her career.

Each page documents a per-

sonal association with the

program.

Paint and Processing Depart-

ments Don Graham has had a

hand in adding the distinctive

dayglow red coat of paint on

nearly every Firebee since pro-

duction started. A 39-year em-
ployee and father of Doug Gra-

ham, also assigned to his Dads
department, the senior Graham
observes. '1his is one operation

in which you've got to perform

as a team player!"

Joe Rocha. Jr.. another se-

nior member of the Firebee team,

views reorders as a criteria of

how well the Firebee performs.

With volume production now ap-

proaching the 7.000 mark since

1 954 (including supersonic Fire-

bee II). TRA's Firebee may represent the

most durable and appealing high-perform-

ance jet aircraft in current production by any
company in America.

"We must be doing something right." con-

cludes Joe. a smile of modest satisfaction

creasing his tanned features.

Former Air Force sergeant Jo Ann Sauls

brought to the Firebee team two years ago a
background of disciplines developed by as-

signments as a crew chief of F-4 Phantoms
and F-105 fighters. She transferred those

manned aircraft instincts for reliability into

her initial assignment here to the Apache
final assembly line.

"I think I'm basically a team-oriented per-

son. I like being a part of well-organized
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FINAL INSPECTION before delivery of new Firebee is conducted by (from left)

activity, where manufacturing and assembly

assumes a process of various skills and tal-

ents. It makes me feel important and the

work I'm responsible for a lot more
meaningful.

"I'm a no-defect specialist. And I think the

pride in excellence within our company ex-

presses my personal philosophy as well as it

can be stated," notes the Bryant, Tex. woman.
Ten-year Navy aviation hydraulics mechanic

Jerry Caughron is assigned to the Firebee

team as an engine checkout mechanic. The
ex-Kitty Hawk sailor possesses a deep re-

spect for man-rated, carrier-based demands
for quality workmanship.

"With every Firebee we deliver, I know that

an enormous amount of money, military re-

sources and time is going to be invested in

operating our aerial targets. They've got to

perform as required. And any extra margin of

reliability we can build into our product is

going to be just that much more satisfaction

that's reflected in the operating environment."

It is at Tyndall AFB that "Old Red," a vin-

tage Firebee, racked up 87 flights before re-

tirement several years ago. The reuse qual-

ity of Firebees, enabled through parachute

recovery and speedy return to flight status, is

an inherent quality of appeal for users.

The addition of improved performance made
possible by the new flight control system and
more powerful engine projects Firebee use
well into the decade ahead, according to

TRA's Walt Hamilton, TRA director of Aerial

Target Systems.

"We've added enhancements across the

spectrum of Firebee operations. The flight

envelope is expanded to include barrel rolls

and evasive maneuvers that add to its reli-

ability and survivability. The self-diagnostic

capabilities during flight have shortened

maintenance requirements, which helps keep

us on-line and ready to fly when needed.

"Engineering improvements and technical

advances have kept pace with our customer

and user requirements. It's all a part of our

team concept, one that starts on the drawing

boards and builds thereafter toward manu-

Jerry Caughron and Ramon Madrid

facturing and final assembly.

Veteran TRA management executive Wayne
Oldendorph, with overall responsibility for

Firebee manufacturing and subcontract

operations has, in the span of 20 years with

the company, held assignments in every major

production program.

"We're very fortunate in having the career-

long disciplined skills of old-time veterans on

the Firebee team. And simultaneously, to

have the infusion of younger members of the

team to share in the tradition that's become
so much a part of our operational success.

"Be assured, there's no complacency in

our activities. The record we've established

over the years in areas of quality, reliability

and performance by our Firebee products in-

cludes teamwork as its foundation. And that's

as solid today as ever.

"In fact," concludes Oldendorph, "I firmly

believe that our sixth-generation Firebee

systems are going to create a whole, new
plateau of achievement for the future."

JO ANN SAULS, working with Jim Fears, is a former Air

Force sergeant and crew chief whose Initial assignment at

TRA Included work on Apache line.

TRIO Includes (from left) Ron Smith, Craig McQuillan and
Jerry Caughron. Like others In department, Firebee as-

sembly-production operations carry special appeal.
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Kinr FREEWAY GRIDLOCK in San
Diego won't go away. But it

won't worsen in years ahead if

new ordinance is fully innple-

mented. The major goal is to

cut drive-alone vehicles on free-

ways during rush hours to 55
percent of current volumes.

TRAFFIC
Employees atTeledyne Ryan

Aeronautical are in the van-

guard this month of a pro-

jected long-term plan to help re-

solve San Diego freew/ay conges-

tion during peak travel hours.

Preliminary findings are that the

initiative is working.

Commencing Monday. Oct. 30,

the start of normal work hours

was advanced up to one hour

and 15 minutes, for some em-
ployees, depending on shift as-

signments.

Employees report less conges-

tion in traveling to and from work.

The added leisure time on com-
pletion of their work hours pro-

vides daylight for discretionary

activities. As important as all else,

a conditioning process has been

introduced, one that within five

years offers the belief that a vi-

able solution to the problem does

exist.

The initiative by TRA complies

with a newly enacted San Diego

Transportation Demand Manage-
ment ordinance that will force

5.000 employers throughout the

city to come up with strategies for

inducing workers to stop driving

to work alone.

The measure involves annual

reports to the city from all busi-

nesses with 15 or more employ-

ees outlining commuting patterns,

providing inducements to promote

the use of car pools, public trans-

portation and other alternative

methods of traveling to and from

2 work.
° City estimates are that 85 out

g of every 100 rush-hour commut-
'^ ers drive to work alone. The goal

< of the ordinance is to reduce that

" number to 55 percent within 5

^ years.

I If a company fails for two con-

% secutive years to show a reduc-

S tion in the number of employees



Not since construction of a freeway system have San
Diego drivers experienced rushi-tiour traffic conges-
tion equal to the existing period. It will steadily

worsen until or unless dramatic initiatives are taken.

Such an initiative was introduced Oct. 30 by Teledyne
Ryan Aeronautical.

RIDLOCK: A Response To The Problem

MEMBERS OF San Diego Mobility Planning Advisory Committee, after a full year of studies

leading to the city's enactment of a Transportation Demand Management ordinance, includes

the active membership of TRA Assistant General Counsel Brad Hamlin. If fulfilled, goals of

new ordinance w/ould help prevent volume growth in freeway traffic over the next 20 years.

commuting alone, the ordinance

becomes more restrictive, requir-

ing that a plan be prepared out-

lining how the employer intends

to encourage car pooling and use
of public transit.

TRA's work-hour shift initiative

followed one year of participation

by the company's Assistant Gen-
eral Counsel Brad Hamlin in help-

ing to plan and develop the new
ordinance as a member of a panel

comphsing representatives of ph-

vate industry and government
agencies. Partof the urgency for

the new city ordinance is a state

requirement that the Air Pollution

Control District have transporta-

tion-control measures designed

to improve air quality in place by

July 1,1991,

If the city takes steps now to

reduce air pollution by decreas-

ing rush-hour traffic, it can avoid

intervention by the state or fed-

eral government, which may not

be as sensitive to local concerns,

according to San Diego assistant

city manager Jack McGrory.

The measure would offset the

inevitable increase in congestion

that will come with continued

population growth. McGrory said

that the region currently has 26
miles of congested freeways and
that this number is expected to

grow to 80 by the year 201 0.

If all of San Diego County were
able to reduce the current vol-

ume of single-commuter trips to

55 percent, freeway congestion

20 years from now would be no

worse than it is today, according

to one city report.

The city ordinance is also part

of a larger program that will look

at how to expand total capacity

and to better plan land develop-

ment to enhance mobility and the

use of public transportation. A
publicity campaign to spread in-

formation about ride sharing and
public transit is also planned.

"Traditionally in San Diego
we've stayed away from getting

involved in the private sector, but

the only real alternative to reduc-

ing traffic congestion is to get a

public awareness program and
have a voluntary approach."
tVlcGrory said.

"If there is any criticism of the

program, it's that it isn't strong

enough, that there are no eco-

nomic penalties for noncompli-

ance."

There was in fact a much
stronger ordinance presented to

the committee a year ago which

called for fines if employers failed

to meet goals for reducing com-
muter traffic. Strong opposition

from the business community
killed the measure.
The San Francisco Bay area

suburb of Pleasanton is an ex-

ample of where workers have
learned to change their commut-
ing behavior without the use of

stiff sanctions on employers. More
than half of the city's commuters
have shifted to off-peak hours,

compared to 26 percent at the

start of the ordinance 5 years ago,

according to Gail Gilpin, who
oversees the program.

"I think it can work, Gilpin said,

"but it takes a large commitment
on the city's part to make sure

they're working with the employ-

ers and monitoring it. Otherwise

it just becomes a paper law."

TRA Vice President, Human
Resources Ken Carson views the

work hours initiative implemented
for employees here as a start in

the company's long-term program.

"There must be displayed by

employees an understanding
acceptance of why they're asked
to reduce drive-alone traffic vol-

umes in freeway travel. They
must be aware that a plan exists

that is part of a community effort.

The city's awareness programs
related to bus and trolley rider-

ship, linked with the active pro-

motion of ride sharing and car

pooling is up ahead," he empha-
sizes.

"I feel confident that the five-

year goal in reducing freeway

traffic volumes is realistic. The
most important thing is that we've

started. And we've gotten enthu-

siastic response from this initial

effort."
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Education A Key To Advance By TRA Pair
pH/s Ascent Began At Floor Level-

Gilbert Bailey believes that he's learned something "from

everything I've ever done." That includes signing on at Tele-

dyne Ryan Aeronautical as a janitor in mid-1 984 and thereafter

working his way through college to earn his accountant's de-

gree.

The San Diego native today is within 18 months more of

studies before his scheduled award of a Bachelor of Science

degree at San Diego

State University.

Meai^while, the father

of two sons and husband

of Mehnmah Bailey is

assigned currently in

Cost Accounting, per-

forming duties as an ac-

countant while adding

nine units per semester

more to his career de-

velopment. A soft-spo-

ken man, Gilbert is quick

to credit help from his

parents as well as tui-

tion reimbursement from

his company for achiev-

ing his college ambitions.

That achievement,

however, took far more

than money alone. Start-

ing work at 5:00 a.m. daily for an eight-hour shift, then to

classes by 3:00 p.m. each day - "It's a grind aihght. But I've

never lost sight of my goal. Everything I've ever been tasked

with - cleaning and mopping floors and all that goes with

helping maintain our offices and shops, and working in Produc-

tion Control before my assignment to Cost Accounting - I've

learned something at each step of the way," Bailey states.

Bailey's formal education now includes a two-year degree

from San Diego City College and status as a senior enrolled at

San Diego State University.

"I've always wanted to grow professionally. To advance

myself requires personal sacrifice. I've learned to accept that

as a reality. This is now a conditioned reflex in my life, a

discipline I have come to rely on," Bailey comments.

There has somehow been attached to the work of janitors a

stigma of subordination, Gilbert believes. "It is almost as

though an indignity of some form goes with the job.

"Let me tell you this. In my work as a janitor, I came to under-

stand how vital it is in a company like ours to maintain the

workplace.

"I believe there is a distinct correlation between productivity

in offices and shops and the clean environment. People's

attitudes, I think, are directly related to the condition of the work

area.

"I am extremely proud to have been a member of the custo-

dial staff. As in all other assignments in life, I tried to learn

something from that experience."

There also is a matter of inspiration he's drawn on through-

out the five years of a work-study lifestyle.

"A man or woman can achieve any goals in life that they're

willing to work for."

,— Ryan Was In Engineer's Bloody
Former Apache assembler Jeff C. Lutz figures he came to

the company with "Ryan in my blood" as the son of a former

employee here, Jim Lutz.

"The appeal that attracted Dad to this company seemed to

somehow transfer itself to me," smiled the San Diego-born

man who currently works as an aerospace engineer with the

Medium-Range Unmanned Air Vehicle program.

Jeff combined seven

years of working at Tele-

dyne Ryan Aeronautical

and studies at the junior

college level and then

at San Diego State

University.

He was awarded his

engineering degree in

May as a propulsion and

flight mechanics engi-

neer. Two of his se-

mesters of college stud-

ies were aided by tui-

tion reimbursement by

TRA.

There is much about

Jeff Lutz that dwells

upon a growing short-

age of native grown en-

gineering talent in Amer-

ica. Experts say foreign engineers are replacing this country's

supply of engineers.

"There's a lot of truth to that." Jeff states. "It is a period of

healthy competition for me. the way I view the problem. And I

intend to make the most of it." explains the father of two young

sons.

"I'm extremely fortunate to be assigned to a high-technol-

ogy program that's only in its infancy. I'm able to work under

the supervision of some very talented and experienced engi-

neers. I am able to work in an environment that's stimulating

and challenging."

After his seventh year of studies that led to winning his

degree. Jeff is on "break." Someday, he intends to resume his

studies for a Master's Degree in astronautical engineering.

Jeff accepts the belief by those in aerospace engineering

fields that there is an inherent appeal in the work that offers

excitement, adventure, exploring the unknown and discovery.

"Everything about my work has changed dramatically over

the past 30 years or so. And yet, much of the basics are still

the same.

"It involves creation of a design, developing it into a flyable

machine, witnessing its first flight and those that follow.

"We frequently make reference to pioneering concepts of

flight as a view of the past. In my mind, the requirements for

pioneering in my field of work have never ceased. In fact.

we've been forced by competition to become better at what

we do than anyone else in the world.

"At some point in the future, the differences between aircraft

and spacecraft will narrow down to a fine line. Opportunities

will be limited for aerospace engineers like me.

"I want to be a part of that future."
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'Outstanding' Rating Won For Small Business Program
Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical

holds the highest form of recogni-

tion that can be awarded by the

Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)

for a Small Business program that

incorporates procurement of

goods and services from nearly

700 small business firms.

The "Outstanding" rating is for

TRA the first ranking of that mag-

nitude awarded since the start of

its Small Business program in

1959.

The rating assigned by the DLA
qualifies TRA for expanded con-

Barber Back;
Takes Key
MRUAV Post
Harold W. "Hal" Barber, a for-

mer Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical

employee, has returned to as-

sume responsibilities as Manager

for Engineering for Medium-

Range Unmanned Air Vehicle

(MRUAV) program, according to

Norm Sakamoto.

TRA Vice President and Pro-

gram Manager, Sakamoto said

that Barber's return to TRA adds

38 years of aerospace engineer-

ing experience to existing pro-

gram operations. His prior asso-

ciation with TRA came during the

early 1 970s and involved his work

with the Model 147 program.

Barber's immediate past asso-

ciation was with Northrop

Corporation's Aircraft Division

with responsibilities for system

engineering.

Included in Sakamoto's an-

nouncement of Barber's assign-

ment was a basic organizational

structure within the MRUAV pro-

gram that includes the assign-

ment of Grover Childers to Struc-

tural Mechanics; John Driscoll to

Propulsion Systems: John Ford,

Mechanical PGSE: Burt Hansen,

RF/Payloads Systems; Dave
Harper, Structures; Hank Jones,

Mechanical Systems; Arney
Otchin, Air Vehicle Performance

and Tom Riley, Avionics Sys

tems; Craig Williams, Contracts

Hugh Starkey, Systems Engi

neering; Jim Pilkington, Manufac

turing; Bill Parker, Quality Assur-

ance; Waver Campbell, Business

Operations; Bill Evans, ILS; Gene
Motter, T&E.

tracting opportunities under the

government's Total Quality Man-
agement and weighted guidelines,

according to TRA Small Business

Administrator Chuck Nord.

TRA Executive Director of Pro-

curement Curt James hailed the

recognition and termed it "criti-

cally important" in TRA's govern-

ment contracting operations. He
said the recognition that the award

incorporates reflects as a posi-

tive force of influence the rela-

tionships that have been devel-

oped and maintained by a staff of

buyers within Procurement
operations.

"Professionally and personally,

this level of recognition is a source

of credibility that elevates our pro-

curement operations and will in-

fluence our future to a significant

degree.

He said that Procurement op-

erations include the services of

buyers specifically assigned to

contract with small business sup-

pliers to a maximum degree. This

policy and procedure, practiced

over a number of years, is

credited for DLA's selection of

TRA for the "Outstanding" rating.

Award of the rating for 1989
establishes for TRA, according to

Nord. a level of acceptance and
recognition by government cus-

tomers that only 1 6 other defense
contractor companies have won
in a 5 state area that includes

California. Washington, Arizona,

Hawaii and Oregon.

Nord said that a formal presen-

tation of the award is planned at

TRA before the close of 1989
business operations.

New Assignments, Promotions Reported
Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical

Director Bob Nelson has assumed
responsibilities as Executive Di-

rector, Operations Support, ac-

cording to an announcement Nov.

6 by TRA Vice President, Opera-

tions, Rick Pettit.

Nelson's new assignment and

promotion includes responsibility

for Facilities, Industrial Engineer-

ing and Computer Integration

Manufacturing.

Named also to new posts were

Curt James, Executive Director,

Material, with responsibility for

Procurement and Operations

Control.

Rich Ebel has been assigned

responsibilities for Tram Opera-

tions as Director of that function

as well as for all phases of pro-

duction at the offshore facility.

Appointed Manager, Advanced
Manufacturing Technology, Don
Stafford has assumed responsi-

bility for modernization of

manufacturing systems.

Pettit noted that the organiza-

Bill Cassidy Dies

William "Bill" Cassidy,

senior vice president. Op-
erations at Teledyne Ryan
Aeronautical until July this

year, died Thursday, Nov.

16 following an illness.

Mr. Cassidy joined TRA
in late 1984 following 30
years of association with

some of America's leading

aerospace manufacturing

companies.

He was cited as an NMA
"Silver Knight" of Manage-
ment in 1987 in addition to

numerous other profes-

sional distinctions earned

during his lengthy career.

tional appointments are designed

to strengthen parts flow and ma-
terial handling systems. They also

offer a focus on TRA plans to

modernize facilities and consoli-

date the reporting structure within

Operations.

Announced also was the ap-

pointment of Don Wilkins as
General Counsel following con-

clusion of his Air Force career.

Wilkins brings to Teledyne Ryan

Aeronautical 15 years of direct

experience in the negotiation,

award and administration of gov-

ernment contracts as a contract-

ing officer and general counsel.

His most recent position was
that of General Counsel for the

Army and Air Force Exchange
Service, Pacific Region.

Wilkins' staff at TRA includes

Brad Hamlin as assistant

General Counsel.

New Hours For Plant Services Told

Effective immediately. Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical Plant

Services operate under the following schedule:

MAIN LOBBY, BIdg. 105 (Near Flag Pole) Ext. 1573,

7:30 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

PACIFIC LOBBY, BIdg. 100 (Near Gate 2) Ext, 1316,

7:30 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE Ext 1240,

6:15 a.m.-11:15a.m.; 12:15 p.m. -4:00 p.m.

BENEFITS OFFICE Ext 1 004,

7:30 a.m.-l 1 :30 a.m. ;1 2:30 p.m. -4:00 p.m.

CAFETERIA Ext. 2036,

5:30 a.m. -8:45 a.m.; 9:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT Ext. 1275,

6:15 a.m. -2:45 p.m.

CREDIT UNION Ext. 1 1 38,

8:15 a.m. -4:15 p.m.

(Closed Friday 12 p.m. -12:45 p.m.)

EMPLOYEE STORE (Wednesday and Friday Only)

10:45 a.m.-l 1:1 5 a.m.; 2:45 p.m. -3:1 5 p.m.

OFFICE SERVICES Ext. 4321,

7:30 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

(Faxes-Telexes accepted anytime)

CASHIER Ext.1963

(Monday thru Thursday)

9:30 a.m.-l 1 :15 a.m.; 12:15 p.m-4:00 p.m.

(Friday) 7:45 a.m.-l 1 :15 a.m.;

12:15 p.m. -4:00 p.m.

MAIL SERVICE: Federal Express By 2:00 p.m. daily;

DHL/SKYpack (Overseas carrier by 2:00 p.m.

daily)

Note: Call Shipping, Ext. 4450 if item has been left in Office

Services for pickup/Hand carry to Shipping no later than

2:00 p.m. Express Mail by 3:30 p.m. daily to Office

Services
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TRA, UAW Salutes Its War Veterans
Nov. 10 Event
A Tribute To All

Who Have Served
A jointly sponsored Veterans

Fair, the first of its kind involving

workplace participation by San
Diego County veterans groups,

was presented by Teledyne Ryan
Aeronautical in cooperation with

the UAW Local 506 Friday Nov.

10.

TRA Director Bob Gresham
welcomed an audience of sev-

eral hundred employees, many
of whom are veterans of World

War II, Korea and Vietnam hos-

tilities.

Twelve veterans organizations

were represented at the event,

providing answers to questions

concerning veterans benefits and
distributing information on the

presence of their organizations

throughout San Diego County.

Gresham praised the initiative

taken and response displayed

during the period in which em-
ployee veterans were offered as-

sistance by participating groups.

Included were the Veterans of

Foreign Wars, California Air Na-

tional Guard, MIA-POW Organi-

zation, U.S. Navy Reserve, U.S.

Army Reserve, UAW Consumer
Affairs, California Veterans Affairs

Department, VA Benefits Depart-

ment, Veterans Outreach Pro-

gram, Health and Human Re-

sources Center, Armed Forces

Recruiting and the American
Legion.

Credited for the Veterans Fair

concept was Rudy Gomez, a TRA
Apache fuselage assembly em-
ployee and former Marine who
served during the early 1970s.

VETERANS FAIR audience assembled Nov. 10 in patio area for first event of its kind at TRA

Gomez also serves as UAW
Local 506 Committeeman and
steward who was born and reared

in San Diego. Today the father of

two children, he told of attempt-

ing to "create a credible program

of this kind for our veterans. What
we were able to present was a

tangible presence and identifica-

tion of contributions within our

work force to our community and

to our jobs."

"Veterans aren't asking for

handouts," Gomez emphasized.
"We're attempting to create

broader public awareness and
acknowledgement of the positive

community contributions that vet-

erans make in the workplace as

well as in community life.

"This inaugural program is a

start. Perhaps in the future we
can build on this. In the mean-
time, our company and the UAW
Local 506 deserves a vote of

thanks for the cooperation and

support this event has received."

The Veterans Fair was guided

by Gresham, director of Human
Resources, and Nicki DeNeco-
chea, with logistic support by Art

Services. Reprographics, Secu-
rity and scores of individual em-
ployees.

The event commemorated the

national observance of Veterans

Day on Nov. 11 and paid tnbute

also the anniversary of the U.S.

Marine Corps on Nov. 26.
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